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Benjamin S. Moll 

18 years – Leadership, Insight, and Service 

 
A person of action with a relentless future-focus, 

leading teams through proven servant leadership,  

deepening insight through data-analytics  

igniting into our uncharted frontier with vision.  

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

Bringing Insight for Action for data-informed decision-making, strategic-planning, vision/mission attainment, and 

assessment for organizational change. 

o Proof-point: “Ben has a real alacrity in making the granular pop.  Ben has an exceptional ability to highlight the 

analytics and essential elements for executive decision-making.” Gary Withers, Senior Advisor, Trillium Family 

Services, Strategic Partnerships Officer.    

 

Leading growth, resilience and organizational change in developing teams, project-management, new product-line 

exploration, research and development. 

o Proof-point:  2016-2020: Leadership of teams with 90% employee retention. 

 

Vision and Strategic Planning: Establishing cross-organizational cultures of organizational mission fulfillment and 

vision attainment through strategic planning, resource allocation and relentless future-focus. 

o 2016-2019: Standing ovations from Board of Trustees for clear, actionable implementation; 2020-21: Board 

Member and Chief Vision Officer 

 

Assessment: Leading perpetual design and evaluation of outcomes and assessments providing results for improvement 

across departments. 

o 2015-2016: Increased departmental participation in organizational assessment by 6X - to 88% to include 58 

departments, 1,500 faculty/staff, 6,000+ students from 40+ states/countries across face-to-face and remote. 

 

Research/Analytics: Provided real-time dashboards for reports, decision-making, predictive forecasting. 

o 2018 – Co-led unified data culture, dictionary, interactive dashboarding, redesigning the market-research and 

survey-insight processes 

 

Work History 
2020-Present  Warner Pacific University Director of Assessment and Institutional Research 
2020-Present  Still Creek Insight Founder and CEO, strategic planning, insight, learning 
2015-2020   Concordia University Assistant Vice President: Analytics, Research, Assessment,  

NWCCU Accreditation Liaison Officer 
2013-2015  Corban University Director Research and Assessment 
2004-2013  Clark College – Instructor, Outcome Assessment Team 
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COVID-19 and 

Your Campus 

Impacts on Teaching & Learning and Institutional 
Effectiveness 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A survey of higher education 

professionals to understand 

the effects of COVID-19 

disruption on mission-critical 

processes in Spring 2020 

and anticipated changes for 

Fall 2020 and beyond 

 Learning and Institutional Effectiveness 
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Ensuring student success is central to the mission of higher 

education in the 21st century. 

When the 2019-2020 academic year began, a large majority 

of higher education institutions considered student learning 

assessment a significant priority, with institutions working to 

ensure student success through programs and initiatives that 

touch every aspect of the student experience. They worked 

to understand their progress toward this mission through 

assessment, self-study for accreditation, course evaluation and 

surveys, faculty review processes, and catalog and curriculum 

management. 

COVID-19 closed higher education campuses in March 2020, 

creating extraordinary challenges for students, faculty, and staff. 

Students left campus, in-person instruction switched to remote 

learning nearly overnight, and institutions faced previously 

unknown challenges, such as finding ways to provide internet 

access to students whose homes didn’t have sufficient internet 

resources to support remote learning. 

Much of what happened between March and May 2020 falls in 

the category of emergency response. As the initial shock fades, 

campuses are evaluating the impact of the crisis and asking: What 

has changed? And what comes next? 
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To better understand the new realities facing institutions, 

Watermark sought insight from higher education professionals 

regarding the impact COVID-19 is having on current and planned 

service to students. Conducted in May 2020, the survey focused 

on the effects on current and planned teaching and learning, as 

well as mission-critical processes such as assessment, student 

feedback, faculty activity reporting and reviews, and catalog and 

curriculum management. 

Survey respondents shed light on the impacts of the pandemic, 

and also suggested practices and technologies institutions can 

apply in the new, COVID-altered landscape to support mission- 

critical processes that inform decisions and drive improvements in 

teaching and learning. 

These findings are presented in the spirit of collaboration as 

we work together to effectively advance the mission of higher 

education: ensuring students receive the highest quality 

instruction and services, and ultimately go out into the world 

with the essential skills and specific knowledge needed for 

fulfilling work and meaningful engagement in society. 
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OVERVIEW 
 

 

 
 

 

This national survey was conducted using EvaluationKIT by 

Watermark and includes responses from 858 higher education 

professionals representing 706 institutions across the spectrum 

of higher education. The respondents provided a broad range of 

insights that inform actionable conclusions and highlight important 

opportunities for further research. 

 
 
 

Actionable issues surfaced 

1. Increased prioritization of assessing student learning and 

focusing on outcomes 

2. Value of student feedback in understanding current 

experience and opportunities for improvement 

3. Impacts on faculty teaching, research, service, and review 

cycles 

4. Use of technology to ensure continuity of campus processes 

 

Areas to watch 

1. Decisions about returning to in-person instruction, remaining 

online, or attempting a hybrid approach for Fall 2020 

2. Innovations in course evaluation and surveying to gain greater 

insight into the student experience as conditions evolve 

3. Effects of ongoing disruption and possible enrollment changes and 

budget cuts on faculty teaching, research, and service, and the 

implications for review processes 

4. Opportunities to streamline manual processes through digital 

solutions 

mailto:benjaminstevenmoll@gmail.com
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DEMOGRAPHICS 
858 respondents provided insight across a variety of roles, including faculty, provosts and deans, and staff involved in the work 

of assessment, faculty reviews, course evaluation, and curriculum and catalog management. 
 
 
 

 
 

 
14.9% 

Other 

5.2% 

Registrar Office 

 

 
 
 

9.6% 

Provost/CAO 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
ROLE 

15.3% 

Dean/ Department 

Chair 

 
 
 

27.2% 

Institutional 

Effectiveness/ 

Assessment 

& Institutional 

Research 

 

 
 

1.9% 

Faculty Affairs 

 
 

 
 

4.4% 

16.8% 

Faculty 
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Executive summary 
INSTITUTION TYPES 
 
 

ONLINE LANDSCAPE 
 

 

 
 
 

Only 7.5% of the 706 institutions represented in the survey reported 

having 50%+ students online before COVID-19. 

In the wake of COVID-19, 47% of responding institutions 

reported moving all or 90%+ of their students from in-person 

instruction to remote learning, accomplishing this massive 

shift on a timeline ranging from the length of spring break to, 

as one respondent noted, “within 72 hours.” 

The extraordinary work done by faculty and staff to convert 

face-to-face courses to remote learning in this emergency 

made something abundantly clear, as noted by one survey 

respondent: “What used to be thought of as teaching and 

learning models which would come in 5-10 years, are now 

needed immediately.” Support for instructors, instructional 

designers, and other staff involved in reimagining courses for 

Fall 2020 and beyond will be critical going forward. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

What used to be thought of 

as teaching and learning 

models which would come 

in 5-10 years, are now 

needed immediately.” 
 

 

 

50% 

 

plans to migrate 

 

  

 

 
50-99% 

    

 
 Don't know 
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• 

 
 

• 

 
 

• 

 
 

• 

 
 
 
 

 
• 

TAKEAWAYS 
 

 

 
 

 

COVID-19 has created significant disruption at most responding 

institutions, but some report that they are taking advantage of this 

opportunity to: 

Convert mission-critical campus processes from manual to 

digital to ensure continuity and facilitate the work 

Increase focus on learning outcomes and evaluate these 

through direct measures such as student artifacts 

Use assessment and course evaluation to better understand 

student experiences and support their success 

Support faculty as they participate in professional 

development to prepare for future online instruction, 

participate in service to the institution through assessment 

and committee work, and complete activity reporting and 

review processes 

Minimize the administrative burden on faculty participating in 

these important processes so they can focus on teaching and 

learning 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

It’s interesting and heartening to see a greater awareness of our students’ needs 

and ensuring that we are building structures and being responsive not to who we 

think our students are and how they operate, but who they really are and what they 

really need.” 

Natasha Jankowski 

Executive Director 

National Institute of Learning Outcomes Assessment (NILOA) 
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• 

 
 
 
• 

 
 
 
• 

 
 
 
 
• 

• 

 
 
 
 
• 

 
 
 
• 

 
 
 

 

It’s a challenging time for higher education — and will likely remain so for the foreseeable 

future. These key action items can ensure that institutions are able to sustain the critical campus 

processes that ensure student success and institutional effectiveness: assessment, self-study for 

accreditation, course evaluation and surveys, faculty review processes, and catalog and curriculum 

management. 

 
 
 

 
Increase the focus on assessment 

and core learning outcomes, and 

evaluate these through direct 

measures, such as student artifacts, 

when possible 

Pre-plan for key assessments to be sure they 

can be addressed remotely, even if instruction 

is typically in-person 

Clearly define learning outcomes, and return 

to them when considering necessary changes 

to courses and curricula 

Ensure that students have clear visibility into 

outcomes and expectations through course 

materials and syllabi 

Consider ways to increase the use of direct 

measures of learning in assessment, for 

example by collecting student artifacts 

digitally 

Support these efforts with digital systems to 

more easily capture and analyze evidence 

and ensure continuity of processes in remote 

environments 

evidence for accreditation, and 

ensure student success 
Minimize the administrative burden on faculty 

and staff participating in processes that are 

essential to the institution so they can focus 

on teaching and learning 

Provide digital tools that support collaborative 

processes when faculty and staff can’t meet 

face to face 

Assessment Key actions 

mailto:benjaminstevenmoll@gmail.com
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As with many things in higher education, this survey and report are the result of 

collaboration with many professionals who shared their insights and expertise. 

We especially wish to thank these contributors. 

 
 

Lead researcher and analyst 

Ben Moll, Ed.D. 

President and Founder 

Still Creek Insight - Strategy, Analytics, Learning 

 

Consulted during the creation of this survey 

Natasha A. Jankowski, Ph.D. 

Executive Director 

National Institute of Learning Outcomes Assessment (NILOA) 

Patrick Tucker 

Registrar 

Central Connecticut State University 

Theresa Umscheid Zeigler 

Executive Director 

Iowa Community College Online Consortium 
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FULL DETAIL 

I am a servant leader expanding our frontiers to unleash our individual and collective future. 

Selected, nominated, sponsored member: 
o 2020-2021 Leadership Clark County 

o 2020-2021 Portland Civil Service Program 

o 2017-18: Conversations: 12-month Appreciative Leadership Program 

o 2019: LEAN / Respect for Humanity Training 

o 2019-20: LECNA 12-month Leadership Development; 2019-20: Gallup/Clifton Strengths-Finder 

Coaching  

Diversity, Equity, Inclusion: Learner, Student, Active Service 

 2020 Diversity, Equity and Inclusion: Staff Project, Co-Lead 

 Spring 2020 Ibram Kenzi: How to be an Anti-Racist, Participant 

 2019 Present Humility research scholar (Conversations on Privilege, Social Justice, Futurism) 

 2015 - collaboratively redesigned Gender, Equity, Diversity and Inclusion Survey for Athletics (NCAA-II) 

 2018-2020 - participant in the University Diversity Advisory Committee 

 2019-2020 - led the collaborative team re-visioning and recalibrating the Diversity Benchmarks in the Institutional 
Effectiveness Vision KPIs and Diversity Standards 

 2012-13 co-founder: Diversity and Equity Allies 

 2012-13 co-leader, Equity Community Forum 

Management, budget, vendor-relationship experience  
I thrive in hiring, cultivating, and growing-with great people. 

Human resources 
 2016-2020:  Retention of 9 out-of-101 team members at an organization experiencing the spectrum of 

business cycles (775% growth; as well as 25% YoY contraction rates).  

 Incessant focus on cultivating the whole person of each team member – supporting their curiosity, skill-

development, their futures, supporting their dreams, providing support – listening! 

Budget: On-time, on/under budget 
 2016-2019: reorganized, grew and modernized the research data analytics department raising morale, 

increasing productivity and providing more insight throughout the organization for better, data-informed 

decision-making.  In two years, team size more than doubled; efficiencies increased 30%; departmental 

scope doubled.  

 2016-2020 successfully managed and balanced budgets up to $1.5M 

 2014 - WSU Vancouver Services/Activities Committee:  Appointed by chancellor, budget requests & 

hearings, $1,500,000+.  Leadership balancing competing needs and representing stakeholders 

Vendor/business partner oversight 
 2015-2020 oversaw the on-boarding, sun-setting and sustaining of multiple vendor partnerships for multiple 

projects.  

 Led the organizational migration to more secure tools for a survey/market-research insight platform 

(Qualtrics), and organizational assessment/alignment (Taskstream) with SSO, increased data security and 

enhanced UX (80% first year adoption; 91% second year). 

                                                           
1 Five-year normalization = (number of current employees plus number of retired employees) divided by (total employees ever).   
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Strategic partnerships/vendor-management experience 

 Developed and sustained healthy relationships with multiple vendors and partners 

 Curated reciprocally beneficial relationships with local regional and national strategic partners 

Organizational regulatory compliance 
 2013-2020 unblemished record of organizational compliance at the city, state, regional and federal levels 

o Results: 2017 org received the highest external compliance results in 30 years 

o Including NWCCU, U.S. Dept. of Ed, NCES, IPEDS, NC-SARA, NCAA, OAICU, State of Oregon, 

CAEP, TSPC, CSWU, CCNE, ABA, ACBSP, CA-CREP, National Student Clearinghouse, etc.     

Strategic leadership: organizational vision and alignment 
 6+ years: developing, supporting, articulating, advancing and achieving clear visions 

 5+ years: aligning individual department goals with the organizational mission 

o For example, in 2020, vision-aligned 58 departments across 40+ states/countries 

Strategic leadership: organizational listening 

 8+ years experience in leading organizational listening to internal and external insights about the 

organization, marketplace, customer/user-experience, business trends/growth and vision attainment. 

 So far, in 2019-20 alone, developed/administered 60+ university surveys reporting on 20,000+ responses.   

o 112+ employee/team surveys and focus groups administered 

o 10+ community impact surveys and research projects administered 

o 112+ customer/students surveys administered 

o 112+ marketplace/future/former customer/student surveys administered 

o 10,600+ survey responses received and analyzed for insight 

o 60+ PowerBI Dashboards built to provide on-demand, self-service, regularly refreshed insight into 

organizational health 

Strategic leadership: change leader – change enablement, management and organizational improvement 
 2015-2016 – developed and led the evangelization of the guiding visual-metaphor for organizational 

mission/vision across the entire internal stakeholder community 

o Redesigned the annual Mission and Vision Report process and products into cyclical, insightful, 

dependable, valid and most importantly actionable pieces of the org culture 

o Created alignment around the org vision for the first time – across 58 departments across 40+ 

states/countries 

o Including actualizing, measuring, reporting on KPIs 

o Included documenting, implementing, tracking and executing-to-success, organizational actions for 

improvement across 60+ annual projects, small budget to large budget; small/enclosed teams to 

large/integrated cross-silo teams 

o Designed meaningful and actionable annual dashboards and reports for Board of Trustees and entire 

org 

o Results: 2017 org received the highest external compliance results in 30 years 

 2015 – 2020 Led the organization in annual mission fulfillment and vision attainment including short-term, 

annual and decade-long projects involving multiple stakeholders, small and large budgets, deep 

accountability through KPI development, tracking and achievement.   

 2017-2019 Led the transitional team in moving the org from flat-file/PDF/static-pivot-table dependency to 

self-service, tenant-services PowerBI platform 

Futurism 
 Participant: League of Education Podcasters, Bloggers and Content Creators 
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Education, Executive Board Service, Presentations/Publications/Grants 
Degrees 
 2020, Washington State University, M.Ed. – Organizational Leadership 

 2002, Eastern Washington University M.A. - Summa Cum Laude, Dean's List, Honors 

 2001, Eastern Washington University B.A. - Summa Cum Laude, Dean's List, Honors 

 

Diversity, Equity, Inclusion: Participant 
 2020 – Community Co-Leader: Diversity, Equity, Inclusion project lead 

 May 2, 2019 - participant, Portland Business Journal - Equity in the Workplace and Artificial 

Intelligence Workshop focusing on the challenges and opportunities of addressing barriers to equitable 

access to education and work.   

o Learned from: 

o Serilda Summers-McGee, Director of HR, City of Portland, author of Change the WorkGame: 

Building and Sustaining a Diverse Workforce, Principal and CEO of Workplace Changes 

 Here, I was able to learn and begin to activate principles of diversity, equity and inclusion 

through responsible commitment to proactive, fair, inclusive transformations.  These are 

actualized and sustained organization-wide through fair, inclusive, non-biased data-

driven KPIs and action steps leading to change and impact. 

o Latricia Brand, Chief Diversity Officer, Portland Community College 

o Dr. Brian Gibbs, Vice President, Equity & Inclusion, Associate Professor, OHSU-PSU 

o Toya Fick, Executive Director, Stand for Children Oregon 

 April 24, 2019 - participant: Portland - Building Inclusive Work and Workplaces - with value, respect 

and empowerment discussion of diversity and equity can result in increased digital, local and 

work/workplace inclusion – Sara Rasmussen – Digital Inclusion Manager, FreeGreek; Marcus Carner, 

Couldability, Advisory Council for TechTown Diversity Pledge 

 2016 - Participant in the Conversation Project: Power, Privilege and Racial Diversity in Oregon 

Certificates  
 2020 - Present – Inspiring Leadership through Emotional Intelligence, Case Western Reserve University 

 2020 – SQL Data Science – University of California, Davis 

 2018-present Salesforce Trailhead CRM Badges in CRM admin, architecture, analytics, insight for growth 

 2018 Google Analytics with Google Ads (AdWords) Verified Certificate, Expires November 1, 2020 

 2017 - University of Michigan Coursera, Python Programming 

 2014 - Duke University Coursera, The History and Future of Higher Education 

Statement of Accomplishment - with Distinction (99.4%) 

 2014 - Johns Hopkins University Coursera, the Data Scientist's Toolbox 

Verified Certificate, Statement of Accomplishment - with Distinction (101.0%) 

 2014 - Johns Hopkins University Coursera, R Statistical Analysis Programming 

Verified Certificate, Statement of Accomplishment - with Distinction 
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Board, development, fundraising and service 
 2020-Present – Board Member – YWCA Clark County.  I was personally invited, then vetted, to serve 

bringing strengths in vision, insight and leadership to the work of eliminating racism, empowering women 

by promoting peace, justice, freedom and dignity for all. 

 2019 - Present – Board Member - Pacific Northwest Association of Institutional Research and Planning.  I 

was personally invited, then elected, to serve.  PNAIRP is an international association for institutional 

researchers and planners including practitioners from public and private two-year and four-year post-

secondary institutions, and state, provincial and territorial agencies from Alaska, British Columbia, Idaho, 

Oregon, Washington and Yukon and beyond. 

 2019 – Present – Board Member –Association for Higher Education Effectiveness, a network of higher 

education professionals who lead or staff offices that intentionally integrate multiple functions (strategic 

planning, institutional research, assessment, accreditation, program review) to promote and support 

evidence-based planning and improvement. 

 2020 – Present – Chief Strategy Officer - Board Member: Feed the Mass, Portland, OR.  Empowering the 

community through food, Feed the Mass is a nonprofit cooking education organization (501c3) with a goal 

of bringing people together, promoting healthy eating, inclusion and empowerment.  The only nonprofit 

cooking school in Portland. 

 (pending announcement Summer 2020) – Board Position focused on Marketing, Development, Fundraising. 

 

Mentoring and mentors 

Currently mentoring others: 
 I regularly mentor multiple aspiring and growing servant leaders locally and regionally. 

 Fall 2016: Freshmen Leadership/Commitment Mentor - leading a group of students into their own success 

My current leadership mentors are: 

 Diana Gabriel – Brene Brown Certified Professional Leadership Coach, 507-345-7090, 

diana@dianagabriel.com, https://dianagabriel.com 

 Gary Withers, J.D., Senior Advisor, Trillium Family Services, former University Strategic Partnerships 

Officer.  gwithers@trilliumfamily.org; 503-577-4955 

 Carl Talton – President, Black Investment Corporation for Economic Progress (BICEP), Ex-Officio Chair, 

United fund Advisors 

Compliance/Regulatory-Accreditation Experience 
2012-Present: NWCCU Accreditation Liaison Officer (ALO), Evaluation Chair, Evaluator 

As Regional Accreditation Evaluator and Chair/Lead, I lead teams of peer-evaluators in helping to identify an institution's 

significant strengths and in making recommendations concerning adherence with Commission eligibility requirements, 

standards, and policies. Chair is in charge of the evaluation process and is the committee's official spokesperson during 

the visit. 

 

Accreditation – evaluation leader for the regional commission and accreditation lead for the campus 

• In addition to 8+ years of experiences as a certified, trained, experienced regional accreditation evaluator and regional 
accreditation study/visit chair leading evaluation teams (please see next section), I also bring proven success in the 
supporting the institution through successful assessment efforts for accreditation compliance.  Results:  For example, 
in 2017 the institution received the highest external compliance results in 30 years. 
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Organizational Change Experience 
2020-Present: Warner Pacific University – Portland, Oregon, Director of Assessment and Institutional 

Research 

2015-2020: Concordia University - Portland, Oregon, Assistant Vice President – University Analytics, 

Research, Assessment 
Oversee the university insight team/work including analytics (on-demand access tools, reports, predictive forecasting), 

research (internal/external cyclical and ad hoc), assessment (student, academic, co-curricular, university mission/vision), 

university survey oversight, regional accreditation, market research, department-to-university mission/vision alignment. 

I lead the analytics and research team of a university which has experienced the spectrum of business cycles 

(775% growth; as well as 25% YoY contraction rates).  The team contributes to managing and enhancing 

sustainable growth within marketplace changes and business cycles.   

Data science, integration, streamlining, visualization 
I lead the data science work to source, analyze and present data to unpack drivers of current organizational 

performance in support of growth and to propel new organizational growth. 

• With seven years of experience in sourcing, mining, cleaning and validating data, I lead the team in 

embodying the axiom that "good data = good decisions."   

• Successful management of the data science team balancing cyclical and ad hoc data/requests.  Successful 

team implementation of Trello, Tiki and Slack for project management. 

• Successful Project Management beyond the data science department in working with the 

organizational/customer group in question, validating the data and providing data interpretation leading to 

improvement and increased results..   

• I have experience collecting, centralizing and blending/relating disparate data sources from unstructured data 

conversion to spreadsheets to data in the cloud to web-scraping 6-8 million postings and more.   

• For each job, I choose the tool which leads to the most accurate and fast analysis.  Excel (don't overlook it!), 

Access, Argos, IBM SPSS, SAS, Tableau, CRM (Salesforce) Python, R/studio (Github/Stackexchange), 

Crystal Reports/SAP, Insight and more. 

• I am familiar and work with Canvas, Banner, PeopleSoft, CampusAnyWare, Blackboard and many other SIS. 

• Optimization of predictive modeling across logistic regression, logistic regression, decision trees, K-cluster, 

Bayesian, stepwise, polynomial, multi-factor, random forest, neural network and more. 

• Provide actionable predictive analytics and modeling for customer retention.  In Fall 2016, early customer 

retention was at a three-year high (+3%), providing $0.5M in immediate additional retained revenue and $2M 

in potential long-term retention.  Integration of CRM and SIS/current customer systems with analytics and 

modeling systems.   

• Provide reliable, timely financial forecasting. As of fiscal 2017, the organization has actionable insight from 

data science and multi-factor predictive modeling for current and potential customers including forecast-

oversight of external business partners.  Regular and ad hoc analysis of cost of business are provided to CFO.  

Equity enhanced across departments with strategic planning for areas of growth grounded in analysis/review 

of fiscal, workload and equity health. 

• Created high-level attribution models at the intersection of marketing and customer acquisition. 

• I am part of the collaborative data governance and architecture team.  Through collaboration with diverse 

stakeholders, data warehousing, architecture, hygiene, definitions, security and use have increased. 

• Collaborate for enterprise database management, documentation (protocols), maintenance, preparation, 

relation, validity/reliability, completeness/integrity and extraction 

• Integration of infographics with video, social media and other content streams. 

• Assist capital development team with analytics/modeling 
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Market research and customer feedback  
In support of business development and innovation, I lead the team which executes, coordinates and synthesizes 

market research.  I integrate both qualitative and quantitative customer/market data.  Research market 

saturation, market differentiation, ROI calculations, budget forecasting (revenue and loss sheets) and deep 

analysis with strategic foresight are provided under tight deadlines.  

• Execute highly useable, accurate, and very fast market research.  Produce actionable ROI analyses leading to 

product launches.  50+ projects in FY17 delivered on time and under budget. 

• Coordinate and synthesize market research across internal and external/partner sources - manage partners and 

vendors.  Average budget savings of 18%. 

• Coordinate focus group and market survey research across 50 states and 57 territories/nations 

• Market survey design and analytics including enhanced UX, piped text coding, panel design.  Measures of 

customer loyalty, NPS net promoter score, website feedback, automated analytics-driven email marketing 

(Campaign Monitor), product testing, secret-shopping, employee engagement and more. 

• Surveys of potential and existing customers and donors, employees, national audiences.  Quantitative and 

qualitative analysis, meta-analysis, text analysis. 

• Coordinate and execute secret-shopping initiatives and results.   

• Oversee the customer feedback team and vendors including product assessments, evaluations, focus groups 

and customer-destination analyses.  Provide real-time insight into the current customer experience to improve 

the UX and products leading to increased revenue. 

• Calculate of provider/saturation indices and analysis of brick-and-mortar VS virtual platforms 

• Secure and analyze economic modeling and web scraping data 

• Leverage web-scraping, labor/economic modeling and projections, domestic/international 

Mission and vision alignment across organizational departments 
I support the mission and vision by providing actionable data-informed insight for decisions to every level of 

the organization.  My experience is in collaborating and integrating with customers, colleagues, executives and 

board/investors.  I provide insight in a timely and digestible manner leading to results. 

• I provide innovative performance dashboards at the organizational and departmental levels.  Since 2013, 

assessment planning has been functional across the organization, departmental goals are aligned with strategic 

goals and executives and Board are using these reports for decision-making. 

• Resource allocation is aligned with strategic goals and grounded in data-derived results across departments.  

Since 2015, digestible and actionable KPI alignment has informed budgeting, planning and improvement. 

• Since 2015, I have designed and presented the Board with meaningful and actionable annual Mission and 

Vision Reports.   

Federal, state, prior-learning and internal compliance and reporting 

• NWCCU fellowship recipient 

• NWCCU Sub Change Panel Review Panel Member as of May 2019 

• Research. write and proactively respond to state, regional and national entities.  Successful outcomes for the 

organization with SARA, OAICU, NWCCU, NCES, IPEDS and other entities.   

• Prior learning assessment, current class progress/attendance/rubric reporting 

• Successful Project Management of the calendar of incoming data/requests and outgoing internal, federal and 

state reports.  Successful team implementation of Trello, Tiki and Slack for project management. 
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Systems, software, customer service, servant leadership 
I provide the organization with the highest quality, under budget, timely tools related to data and decision 

science and predictive analytics/modeling. 

• 2015: successful replacement of previous survey software with more security, more user-oriented, more 

secure SSO integration of robust survey and market research software (Qualtrics).  2015-present: I lead the 

team providing first and second line customer service to customers and employees.   2017: upgrades to 

include text analytics and other qualitative analysis tools for users.   

• 2015:  successful migration from previous alignment software to current (Taskstream) including more robust 

security, SSO integration, and greater UX focus.  80% first year adoption; 91% second year. 

Data Analysis Experience 
2010-Present: Data, analysis, decision-support analytics, predictive forecasting, data-stories 
Providing decision-making with insight: reliable, deeper, data-informed, quicker, relevant insight  

 9+ years telling the data-informed story to answer the two driving organizational questions: 

o Are we who we say we are? 

o Are we on our way to where we want to be? 

 9+ years bringing data-informed insight to leadership and decision-making 

 2010-present: Analytics and insights across predictive forecasting, quantitative, qualitative, customer 

experience and engagement, market research, trend analysis, ROI, assessment, survey, focus-group, 

interviews, ethnographic, experimental, action-research, case study, comparative, meta and more. 

 6+ years experience leading the team in unpacking drivers of current organizational performance in support 

of growth and in new product success – clearly and actionable for the Board, the executive leadership team, 

the front-line. 

Insight and Data Science Team Leader 

 Humble, agile, insightful leadership for you 

 Proven humble servant-leadership in hiring cooperative talent, leading collaboration, unlocking 

exponentially more insight which is greater than the sum of individual parts.  

 Winsome leadership in developing an organization-wide unified culture of data and assessment 

o Educating  the entire organization of the value, place, use of data and analysis 

o Freeing data from silos 

o Increase cross-operational insight 

o Creating org-wide data use, definitions, calculations, accessible-dashboards 

o Curating and hosting best-practice guest speakers, seminars, hands-on workshops, inquiry-sessions 

o Creating org-wide data-literacy curriculum, training-pathways and engagement 

 Aware leadership: ability to move aside and enable the team by creating-freedom to creatively and 

collectively problem-solve as I provide resources, project-management/accountability and encouragement 

o I reward mistakes – for example, we have a “wrong-hypotheses wall” celebrating creativity while 

increasing team freedom, camaraderie and learning – this is a tangible “learning from our 

mistakes” 

I am experienced in leading teams in uncovering relationships in data unearthing current optimization 

and releasing future growth through the endless processes of data analysis with traditional (yes, 

sometimes Excel – don’t over think it!) and modern tools (R Programming, Tableau, Looker, Salesforce). 

Proven effectiveness leading teams in building and providing on-demand, self-service, full-service insight at all 

organizational levels: Board, executives, front-line employees. 
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Data security, privacy, confidentiality, data governance/stewardship 

 Insight all starts with data security 

 Insistence on best-in-field ethical data security, privacy, protection, confidentiality, anonymity. 

 5+ years of unblemished, continuous compliance with federal, state, industry-specific regulations 

 5+ years of untarnished compliance with human-research, institutional-research board requirements 

 Collaborative, cross-silo data governance and data stewardship leadership 

 Development and continuous curation of data dictionary, data definitions and data calculations 

Business scoping 
 8+ years listening to stakeholders, defining the objective, scope, methodology 

o I seek push-back and imagine futures so I can translate to the data for you and bring you instant, 

on-the-spot analysis.  Together, we are grounded in the data, but unencumbered to move our 

mission forward. 

 LEAN/agile leadership to find innovative, efficient, cost-effective, insight – on-budget, on-time. 

Valid and reliable data sourcing, warehouse mining, cleaning, preparation 
 8+ years of creative and reliable data sourcing, data warehousing and storage/access 

 8+ years of statistical, proven, empirical, reproducible research and analysis 

 Data discovery, exploration, extraction/mining, validation, re-validation, re-validation 

 Dataset modeling and shaping, machine learning 

 Data cleaning, manipulation, validation, transformation, aggregation/blending/relating, validation 

Data analysis 
 Statistical modeling: machine-learning informed supervised/unsupervised artificial intelligence 

 Descriptive statistics 

 Multi-variate analysis, logistic regression, best-fit modeling, neural networks / decision tree, general 

linear models, ordinary least squares, experimental 

 Derived variable creation, forecasting 

Predictive analytics, predictive modeling, machine learning, forecasting 
 Methodology validation 

 Predictive model construction 

 Exploration and refining/re-modeling for best fit model 

 Validation, testing, further refining (fearlessly seek additional data as needed) 

 Interpretation, confidence intervals/bands, three-scenario minimum 

Market research, forecasting and prediction 
 2016-2018 collaboratively redesigned the market research processes to support the launch of new 

product ideas, investigate cross-channel marketing, customer-acquisition and retention and mission 

execution.   

 I led the organization in adopting automation for data and predictive analytics to change early customer 

acquisition and retention contributing to the collaborative successes of the second highest fall quarter 

acquisition (Fall 2017) and the highest early customer retention on record from 83-89% to 88-92%.  

This added $0.5M initial revenue with $2M potential long-term-retention revenue.  Artificial 

intelligence IS for humans and is to achieve ends of our org mission! 

Data visualization and end-user access – real-time answers 
 Proven results from an insistence on results-focused data visualization and provision  

o I employ the Guy Kawasaki Rule: 10 slides, 20 minutes, 40-point font  

 2017-present: providing self-service, on-demand tools (with best-in-class row-level data security) 
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Organizational improvement - data in service of mission 

 Voracious appetite to get you more data, crunch more numbers, bring better/deeper insight to you faster 

 Leading the insight team in continuous improvement with an insistence that data informs us as humans 

 Data and analysis are a MEANS to the end – the mission and vision 

 Use the data for improvement – then, improve the data and modeling 

 Document for replicable, reliable use 

Assessment Experience 
2010-Present: outcomes assessment, program review, general education, planning and results 

I provide assessment processes, practices and results which are digestible, insightful, timely and actionable so 

that we can serve more students better.  My 10+ years of experience is in collaborating and integrating with 

faculty, staff, administrators, students, alumni and executives.  My experience cuts across academic, operational 

and executive departments to integrate improvement through collaborative assessment, timely research and 

mission fulfillment. I provide what is needed in a timely and digestible manner leading to results as I: 

 

 Provide practical, accurate, digestible data and analysis to highly-distributed stakeholders 

 Evolve, align and sustain cyclic, ad hoc and proactive data collection, analysis and distribution 

 Guide results/recommendations for long/short-term goals for campus, college, departments 

 Synthesize internal/external data and analysis for strategic planning and decision-making (including academic, 
economic and predictive models and regional/national/global trends) 

 Enhance University unity through interactive assessment data collection and analysis calendars 

 Increase inter-departmental engagement and results of University effectiveness  

 

Planning, implementing and overseeing assessment processes and results 

• Collaboratively design and sustain assessment plans for University-wide, academic and organizational departments.  
Results:  Within our first year, we progressed from 15% to 88% departmental participation in assessment.  Now, 
annually, we collaboratively build and/or redesign then implemented assessment plans for each academic and 
organizational department.  For example, in 2019-20 we implemented and oversaw 58 departments with 1,500+ 
faculty/staff and 6,000+ students from across 40+ states/countries across face-to-face and online programs.   

• Manage the calendar of incoming assessment data and outgoing reports.  Results:  timely internal and external data 
input (rubric input, pre-mid-post designs, cross-course implementation, course evaluations, campus/national surveys, 
etc) and reporting (internal improvement initiatives, media sites, faculty/departments, etc). 

 

Evaluating assessment results to improve teaching and learning, service and the experiences of students 

• Provide and analyze results for improvement including strategic planning and resource allocation grounded in 
assessment data for University-wide, academic and organizational departments.  Results: Mission Thresholds report 
for Board; core theme objective reports leading to refined/redirected budgeting and planning; annual budget requests 
and curricular recommendations from each department.  Documented year-over-year improvement plans and results 
from faculty, by faculty, for faculty – all for improvement of curriculum and the student experience. 

 

Improving the assessment processes and practices themselves 

• Support faculty and staff in maintaining/coordinating assessment systems, software and processes and survey 
systems, software and processes.  Results:  Provide all levels of service including regular and open training sessions 
for departments as well as on-the-spot assistance and consulting for individual faculty (in-person and/or virtual 
troubleshooting).  With regular surveys, focus groups and open dialogue, we learn how we can better serve our end-
user.  Results:  for example, through active listening to faculty feedback, we eliminated a redundant step in the 
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process between rubric input in Taskstream and grade input in Blackboard.  Not only did this give time back to the 
faculty, this also saved the university funds on duplicative software modules.   

 

General education assessment 

• Annually implement and complete the annual general education assessment framework.  Results:  In 2015, 
collaboratively implemented the redesign from 57 university Desired Student Outcomes to 7 Core Competencies 
which were aligned with national AAC&U VALUE rubrics for valid formative and summative assessment of student 
learning.  Pre-mid-post projects were launched and completed leading to multiple gen ed course redesigns and 
improvements.  For example, by Fall 2016, nearly 4,000 online and onground student artifacts were documented and 
assessed by expert faculty across more than 250 course sections and 3,400 student/class instances.  By spring 2020, 
seven years of year-over-year, and semester-over-semester trends provided significant depth and complexity of data, 
yet were presented to faculty/stakeholders effectively with narrative, verbal, graphic/tabular and real-time hands-
on secure interface tools.  Through secure access to internal slice/dice tools, end-users securely accessed the 
appropriate data to manipulate, graph, interpret and validate results for immediate use and improvement.   

• Planning and implementation of evidenced-based rubric assessment for general education assessment and for 
academic program assessment including criterion-testing, inter-rater reliability sessions and rubric-design-testing, 
statistical assumption testing of results and interpretations.  Assessment results collaboratively presented digestibly, 
relevantly, from empirical design, with statistically-sound, valid results through presentations, interactive 
workshops.  Providing complex information  

 

Annual Review Initiative: Programs and Business Units 

• Design and sustain annual Program Review to investigate the academic outcome achievement, fiscal, enrollment, 
workload and equity health of each academic department.  Results:  Enhance equity across departments, strategic 
planning for areas of growth. 

• For example, in 2019-20 we implemented and oversaw 58 departmental program assessments with 1,500+ 
faculty/staff and 6,000+ students from across 40+ states/countries across face-to-face and online programs and across 
undergraduate- and graduate-level programs.  This included measures of student learning, qualitative measures, 
quantitative measures and fiscal/operational measures and thresholds including ROI, profit-and-loss/department, 
credits-sold calculations and ratios, course-fill analysis and more. 
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Prior Experience 
2004-2015 leadership/assessment/analysis experience at Clark College and Corban University 

• Outcomes-Assessment Faculty Lead - Title III grant-funded position  

• 2012-2013 - program level outcomes co-researcher (power, privilege, inequality) 

• 2012-2013 - fine arts division faculty lead (art, music, drama) 

• 2011-2012 - humanities division faculty lead (english, arts, history, philosophy)  

• Overseeing outcomes development, course & program level assessment 

• Analyze qualitative/quantitative data to support student learning 

• Develop plans to improve teaching and student success, Program Norming (ENG101) 

• Report data and progress through SPOL, SPSS, white papers, reports 

• Lead meetings, schedule/agendas, determine stakeholders, sustain momentum 

• Elected representative - College Council - policy, budget, shared governance 

• Co-founder: Diversity and Equity Faculty Allies, co-leader Equity Community Forum 

• Working member - Planning and Accreditation Committee - institutional research 

• Researcher and writer - NWCCU Accreditation Standard 2 Clark College Self Study 

• Mentor - First Year Experience - Title III Grant funded 

• Honors Program Co-Designer – design, budget, scholarships, curriculum 

• Curriculum designer - continuing education - hybrid web/traditional curriculum 

• Program director - ASCC – budget, recruitment, cross-department relations 

• Voting member - Instructional Planning - degree/program reviews (nominated by VPI, 2011) 

• Facilitator - multiple Faculty Development Workshops - 2010-2012 

• ASCC Program Director (2007-2013) including experience managing an annual budget 

 

2005 – Present: Affiliate Professor / Instructor Experience 

• Affiliate Professor (2005-2013) 

Students are the focus, so I stay connected directly by teaching an on-ground course and/or an online course 

regularly.  I teach, write, design, and redesign on-ground and online courses.  For example, I recently 

redesigned a course to use Open Educational Resources (OER) to better serve students.   
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National and Regional Impact   
 2021 Summer AAHLE Association for the Assessment of Learning in Higher Education  

 2020-2021 Leadership Clark County - nonprofit, nonpartisan civic leadership program 

 2020-2021 Portland Business Journal  

 2020-2021 NWCCU Mission Fellowship Program Fellow 

 2020 – Present, Ad Hoc External Research Reviewer (Peru University; Chicago; and other NDA local and 

national research, technology and educational organizations) 

 2018 - OAICU - author - Five Things I (un)-Learned about Higher Education Accreditation 

 2018 - OAICU - author - quotes and short-form regarding NWCCU accreditation 

 2019 - co-lead OAICU Workshops  

 2017-current: Taskstream Knowledge Ambassador 

 Reviewer: The Journal of Assessment and Institutional Effectiveness 

 Certified researcher: NIH certified (#901825), CITI certified (#7875152/3) - ethical research is the best (and 

reduces risk!) 

 American Statistical Association; Association of Institutional Researchers (Member, Peer Reviewer, 

Volunteer, Group Leader/Participant) 

 Previous ACT Council Member of Oregon member: http://c3oregon.org/news  

 Portland area meet ups:  Python Machine Learning Meetup, Pdx Code Guild/Tech Academy Data 

Science/Kaggle, Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning, Portland IR, Oregon IR 

 Previous qualitative/quantitative researcher Washington State SBCTC 

 Core-to-College/Smarter Balanced Assessment 
 NWCCU Accreditation Evaluator certification including off-site "virtual" visits 

 The Association of Washington College Administrators - Intern & Consultant to colleges 

 PNAIRP research reviewer (2015) 

 Co-researcher:  2016-Current Intercultural Understanding Project - Innovation Fellowship 

 Presentations/submissions: Please, see below section  

 WSU Vancouver Services/Activities Committee:  Appointed by chancellor, budget requests & hearings, 

$1,500,000+.  Leadership balancing competing needs and representing stakeholders 

 2015: University of Damman - Saudi Arabia - mission and assessment alignment 

 2016-2017 participant and presenter NWCCU - Northwest region - site team leader 

 June 13-17, 2015 - Portland, OR 

 Co-presenter -Using Assessment for Decision-Making: a Case Study 

 Higher Education Data Sharing Consortium  

 February 23-24, 2015 - College Station, TX: Texas A & M University (funded by Tk20) 

 Co-Presenter - concurrent session 

 Using Assessment for Decision-Making: a Case Study 

 November, 2014 - Seattle, WA 

 Accepted to present and facilitate workshops - unable to attend 

 Presenter and Workshop Facilitator: R Statistical Programming Language in Higher Ed 

 15 Minute Showcase: Show Me Less, Give Me More - Infographics for Decisions 

 Wrong Enough to be Right: Predictive Analytics for Retention 

 Pacific Northwest Association of Institutional Research 

 Fall, 2014 - Salem, OR 

 Consultant: Market Research for Higher Education Admissions 

 BA464, Corban University 

 Guest instructor 
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 Guide and assess student projects 

 August/October, 2014 - webinar 

 Co-presenter - Driving Information Literacy with Assessment  

 Approx. 150-200 attendees nationally/internationally 

 Tk20 Assessment Solutions at Work - Webinar Series - tk20.com 

 July 2014 - AIR Association for Institutional Research - data and decisions in higher education 

 Mention in Changing Scene 

 https://www.airweb.org/eAIR/ChangingScene/Pages/default.aspx  

 2014-2015 Academic Year - Washington State University, Vancouver, WA 

 Recipient: Paula Gmelch Scholarship in Educational Leadership 

 2014-2015 Academic Year - Washington State University, Vancouver, WA 

 Recipient:  WSU College of Education Scholarship Fund                  

 May 10, 2014 - Albany, OR 

Co-presenter - unable to attend - Assessment and Information Technology 

 ILAGO - Oregon Information Literacy Advisory: Linn-Benton Community College 

 April 4, 2014 - Portland, OR 

 Co-presenter: Lightening Talk - Assessment and Information Technology 

 ORBIS Cascade Alliance Un-Conference: Library User Experience and Assessment 

 November 6, 2013 - Indianapolis, IN 

Paper Accepted for Presentation - UCEA National Convention - could not attend 

 Change and Adaptive Leadership in Higher Education - B. Moll 

 University Council for Educational Administrators - Graduate Summit 

 September 27, 2013 - Portland, OR 

Participant - Oregon Alliance Institutional Research Director Meeting 

 Oregon Alliance of Independent Colleges and Universities 

 June 6, 2013 - Denver, CO 

College Representative - unable to attend 

AASCU American Democracy Project and Democracy Commitment National Meeting 

American Association of State Colleges and Universities 

 May 1-3, 2013 - Spokane, WA 

Co-presenter panel expert - Assessment, Teaching and Learning -unable to attend 

Washington State Board of Community and Technical Colleges 

 April 27 - May 1, 2013 - San Francisco, CA 

 Participant - AERA 

 American Educational Research Association 

 April 18, 2013 - Vancouver, WA 

Poster presentation - WSU Vancouver Academic Research Showcase (juried) 

 March 8, 2013 - North Bend, WA 

Presenter and panel guest - Assessment, Teaching and Learning 

Washington State Board of Community and Technical Colleges 

 2012-2013 WSU Graduate Student Grant Award 

 2012-2013 Clark College Faculty Development Award  

 2012 Clark College Faculty Grant 

 November, 7, 2012 - Seattle, WA 

Certified Evaluator 

NWCCU - Regional Accreditation Evaluator Certification 

Northwest Commission on Colleges and Universities 
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 October 4-5, 2012 - Seattle, WA 

Participant 

Core to College and Smarter Balanced Assessment Research Group 

Washington State Board of Community and Technical Colleges 

 September, 2012 

Research publication - Faculty Learning Communities: Quantitative and Qualitative Project Evaluation.  

Goto, S., Pettitt, M., & Moll, B. (2012).  

http://www.sbctc.ctc.edu/college/education/2012_rpt_on_wa_fac_learning_communities_initiative.pdf 

 May 21, 2012 - Seattle, WA 

Participant 

Core to College Assessment Conference 

Washington State Board of Community and Technical Colleges 

 March 13, 2012 - Seattle, WA 

Researcher/Participant 

NWCCU Accreditation Year 3 Workshop 

Northwest Commission on Colleges and Universities 

 February 10, 2012 - Seattle, WA 

Participant 

College Readiness Conference - credit for prior learning, variable credit 

Washington State Board of Community and Technical Colleges 

 2011-2012 Clark College Faculty Development Award 

 

Current/future presentations/publications/collaborations/grants  
 Pending - OAICU - author - Five Things I (un)-Learned about Higher Education Accreditation 

 2019 - co-lead OAICU Workshops  

 2018 dissertation - organizational alignment and listening - pending 

 2018 collaborative article with pre-post testing in student performance - pending 

 Future presenter and Workshop Facilitator:  

o R Statistical Programming Language in Higher Ed 

o 15 Minute Showcase: Show Me Less, Give Me More - Infographics for Decisions 

o Wrong Enough to be Right: Predictive Analytics for Retention 

o On-going - international collaboration 

o TK20 Assessment Software - Texas, USA 

o Real-time assessment data integrated with enrollment, alumni, financial and other metrics 
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TESTIMONIALS 
 

“Hiring Ben Moll was one of the high points of what I accomplished in my career of 30+ years.” 

● Ron Fonger, retired Director of Institutional Research and Effectiveness 

Servant Leadership 
“Ben provides service at all levels while modeling humble, inspirational and dependable servant leadership.” 

 Dr. Oralee Branch, Director, Office of Research Integrity, Institutional Research Board 

 

“Ben exemplifies servant leadership.  He is ethical, humble and provides leadership focused on goal attainment.”   

 Ron Fonger, retired Director of Institutional Research and Effectiveness 

 

“Having Ben Moll as part of the Concordia team made a difference.  Even when dealing with difficult issues, Ben 

continued to have a positive attitude and worked hard to strengthen connections across campus. Ben led a team that 

contributed to Concordia in countless ways and helped make the institution a better place.”  

 Keryn Neary, MFA, Academic Operations Program Coordinator, Office of the Provost 

 

Strategic Vision and Leadership 
“Ben often was able to look downfield at the coming tides and be able to suggest pathways for our leadership team that 

were sensible given our position in the market.” 

 Shawn Daley, Executive Vice President - Business Development and Innovation, Associate Professor of 

Education 

Management and leading collaborative teams 
“Ben is a highly motivated and intelligent leader with great potential for strategic and leadership impact across the 

organization.” 

 Johnnie Driessner, retired Chief Vision Officer 

I Have a Dream Foundation of Oregon, Board of Directors (2007-2015) 
 

“The ability to maintain a vision of the “big picture” while working in the weeds of a project is one of Ben Moll’s 

strengths. He is able to delegate responsibilities, understanding how each fits into, serves, or complements the overall 

plan.” 

 Sonja Baumeister, Office of the Registrar 

 

“Ben has initiated collaborative activities and initiatives across campus and shows deep appreciation for values, mission 

and vision as institutional drivers for action.” 

 Johnnie Driessner, retired Chief Vision Officer 

I Have a Dream Foundation of Oregon, Board of Directors (2007-2015) 
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Data-informed action leadership 
“Ben has a rare combination of analytical talent, creative ability, and workload management capacity.” 

 Dr. Oralee Branch, Director, Office of Research Integrity, Institutional Research Board 

 

“Ben pulled together a cross campus team to validate and ultimately act on the information.”  

 Ron Fonger, retired Director of Institutional Research and Effectiveness 

 

“Ben inspires strong collaborative teams by presenting data in a clear manner so that each team member can input their 

own expertise.” 

 Dr. Oralee Branch, Director, Office of Research Integrity, Institutional Research Board 

Management 
“Ben is an astute hiring manager who has a keen eye for talent. Rarely have I seen someone who has the ability to 

identify and build as strong a team as Ben did in his leadership role.” 

● Shawn Daley, Executive Vice President - Business Development and Innovation, Associate Professor of Education 

 

“Two years before retiring as Director of Institutional Research and Assessment I hired Ben Moll as Assistant Director. He 

possessed abilities, skills, experiences and personal qualities not just for the position, but which would, given the 

opportunity, enable him to lead the department and take it to the next level.” 

● Ron Fonger, retired Director of Institutional Research and Effectiveness 

 

“Ben brings excellence and then encourages excellence across the team.” 

● Dr. Oralee Branch, Director, Office of Research Integrity, Institutional Research Board 

Data is for People 

Insight for executive decision-making 
“Ben has a real alacrity in making the granular pop.  Ben has an exceptional ability to highlight the analytics and essential 

elements for executive decision-making.”  

 Gary Withers, J.D., Senior Advisor, Trillium Family Services, former University Strategic Partnerships 

Officer.  gwithers@trilliumfamily.org; 503-577-4955 

 

“Ben worked directly with the board, president and executive leadership team to bring data and its implication to bear 

on the vision and related strategies, tactics and performance metrics.” 

 Johnnie Driessner, retired Chief Vision Officer 

I Have a Dream Foundation of Oregon, Board of Directors (2007-2015) 
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Insight for faculty, staff and decision-making 
“Everyone at Concordia knows that when you want to get the real picture of the data, its implications, and usefulness, 

you go to Ben Moll. His analysis and insights are the ones we want when we make decisions as departments and 

colleges.” 

● Dr. Michael Godsey, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry, Co-chair Natural Science Department; College of Health and 

Human Sciences 

 

“In addition to his leadership abilities, he possesses the skills necessary to transform raw data into meaningful 

information allowing decision makers to reach decisions based on reliable, understandable data.” 

● Ron Fonger, retired Director of Institutional Research and Effectiveness 

 

“Ben works collaboratively with departments across campus, providing support and expertise, and regularly reporting to 

the president’s cabinet where data and analysis that he provides informs strategic decision making.” 

 Johnnie Driessner, retired Chief Vision Officer 

I Have a Dream Foundation of Oregon, Board of Directors (2007-2015) 

 Data for non-data people 
“Ben is a true servant-leader. I was new to assessment, and Ben met with me several times to help the library 

develop a robust assessment plan. He and his department were also instrumental in our implementation of a 

nationally known survey. His friendly, humble, and expert support throughout the process was key to the 

success of the project.” 

 Krista Reynolds, Head of Library Reference and Instruction 

 
“Ben is excellent at helping people identify an issue, leading them to put it into numerical terms, shepherding necessary 

revisions, working through the results, and putting things in understandable terms for colleagues with less training. He 

combines analytic skills with a genuine human touch, so he thinks through the process of implementation and isn't 

satisfied with just getting an analytic conclusion that isn't going anywhere.” 

● Gregory Sergienko, Professor of Law, Former Associate Dean of Academic Affairs, J.D. magna cum laude Harvard 

Law School, contributor Harvard Civil Rights - Civil Liberties Law Review 

 

Clear, actionable insight, research, market research and analysis 
“Ben is a data wizard. He envisions how data can be transformed into actionable, digestible insight. The reports 

he produced were clear, detailed, and focused on continuous improvement.”    

 Krista Reynolds, Head of Library Reference and Instruction 

 

“Ben demonstrated a keen ability to discover, synthesize and communicate critical industry trends, risks and 

opportunities.” 

 Johnnie Driessner, retired Chief Vision Officer 

I Have a Dream Foundation of Oregon, Board of Directors (2007-2015) 

Data Science  
“Ben initiated a project to pull historical student data across several years, from multiple data silos and built a predictive 

model of student success.  This model was updated weekly to assist advisers and admissions staff in focusing their 
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efforts.  In addition to extracting, cleansing and modeling the data, Ben also led the team to greater insight by 

forecasting with data and analysis for incoming and prospective students through predictive modeling.” 

● Ron Fonger, retired Director of Institutional Research and Effectiveness 

“As an educational technology administrator, I have supported Benjamin on several data acquisition and reporting 

projects in the context of institutional research. He has always been a pleasure to work with - passionate and 

knowledgeable about his field. Benjamin embodies servant leadership!’ 

 Morgan Hynson, IT Application Administrator 
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Data Ethics 
“Ben insists upon ethical, valid, reliable research and data in a way that informs and involves stakeholders.” 

● Dr. Oralee Branch, Director, Office of Research Integrity, Institutional Research Board 

 

“I would trust him with any research project that required him to use his talents, whether in education or business.” 

● Gregory Sergienko, Professor of Law, Former Associate Dean of Academic Affairs, J.D. magna cum laude Harvard 

Law School, contributor Harvard Civil Rights - Civil Liberties Law Review 

 

Academic assessment / collaborative leadership 

“Ben is radically collaborative. He brought together a broad team of campus constituents to provide feedback 

about assessment and advance the university’s mission. He welcomed all voices and opinions, seeing each 

member of the team as a valuable asset. This resulted in huge strides toward creating a culture of assessment.” 

 Krista Reynolds, Head of Library Reference and Instruction 

 

“Ben’s expertise and leadership helped to forge an institutional culture of assessment and data-informed 

decision-making.” 

 Johnnie Driessner, retired Chief Vision Officer 

I Have a Dream Foundation of Oregon, Board of Directors (2007-2015) 

 

Higher Education Accreditation 
“I find Ben Moll to be an exceptional navigator for accreditation work. Ben has been an exemplary conduit between the 

university and our regional accreditor, mastering the nuance of varied requirements and supporting our staff and faculty 

with guidance through often challenging processes.” 

● 2020 - Shawn Daley, Executive Vice President - Business Development and Innovation, Associate Professor of 

Education 

 

Board Impact and Servant Leadership 
“In the work of a volunteer-led organization, Ben’s steady had and follow through are essential.  AHEE relies on solid 

efforts by people like Ben, and we are glad to have him as a member of our leadership team.” 

 Jan Lyddon, Ph.D., President, Association for Higher Education Effectiveness 
  

“Ben Moll’s leadership style is that of a servant leader.  He is continually striving to encourage and support others no 

matter what they are able to offer back to him in return.” 

 Chris Potter, Past or Discipleship and Community Life, Kessid Church 
 

“Ben Moll is gifted in understanding that organizations of every size are a combination of smaller departments that need 

to run fluidly and efficiently both with and alongside each other.  He is highly skilled at creating and identifying processes 

and practices that aid in these vital efforts.” 

 Chris Potter, Past or Discipleship and Community Life, Kessid Church 
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“As a relentless learner, Ben is ever widening his understanding and adding to his leadership toolbox.” 

 Chris Potter, Past or Discipleship and Community Life, Kessid Church 
 

“Ben brings both enthusiasm and thoughtfulness to his role on the AHEE Board, which has been an excellent addition to 

our work.” 

 Jan Lyddon, Ph.D., President, Association for Higher Education Effectiveness 

 

Futurist 
 

“I know Ben Moll through the LECNA Fellows program.  He has a deep commitment to being a servant leader.  We use 

the StrengthsFinder Assessment through the program.  Where many non-profits that I work with suffer from not having 

futuristic thinkers on staff who can see new ways of accomplishing the mission, Ben has strong tendencies with gifts and 

talents in futuristic and brainstorming new ideas.  Additionally he is effective in taking charge and delivering results.”   

 Diana Gabriel, Professional Certified Coach, Brene Brown Program 
 

“Ben has the heart of a true and authentic leader.  He has a strong sense of others and a keen sense of both curiosity 

and courage that empowers the ability to link purposefully with others, continuing to find the strategic and innovative 

edge.” 

 MaryAnn Anderson, AAC, CDWF, Executive Coach 
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